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Dutch Colonial Brazil?
1568 Start of the 80-year war of independence of the 

Netherlands from Spain (King Philip II was also 
Lord of the Netherlands)

1588 Founding Dutch Republic (= Northern Netherlands)

1609 Cease‐fire for 12 years

1621 End of truce: Re-start of the war with Spain (and 
consequently also with Portugal)

Dutch Colonial Brazil?
1621  Establishment of the ‘Geoctrooieerde West-Indische Compagnie’ 

(‘West Indian Company’) as Instrument of Trade as well as War
1628 Great succes: conquest of the Spanish Silver fleet 

by admiral Piet Hein

Dutch Colonial Brazil

1630 Conquest of Recife by the Dutch West Indian Company. 
Important for sugar production and other (slave) trade.

Sugar plantation in Recife

Recife

Dutch Colonial Brazil

1636 Johan Maurits of Nassau appointed
Governor-General (until 1644)

Educated at the Ritterschule in Kassel (Germany), 
where his uncle was the ruler.

Kassel

1592 ‐ 1627 Maurits of Hessen-Kassel
‘The learned’ 

Kassel had a scholarly tradition in the arts, as 
well in the sciences, especially in astronomy a
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Dutch Colonial Brazil?

1636 Johan Maurits of Nassau
Governor-General (until 1644)

Expands the city with a new part …. 

… modestly called: ‘Mauritiopolis’ 

In 1640 Johan Maurits employs 
George Marggrafe … 

… as a cartographer. 

Marggrafe also installed an 
astronomical observatory 
at the count’s costs. 

An Astronomical Observatory 
at the count’s costs

1645                                                                 Today

View from the Recife Observatory

Frans Post, view on Recife and Mauritiopolis
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Who was George Marggrafe?

Born : 
Liebstadt (Saxony), 20 September 1610

Died: 
Luanda (Angola), early spring 1644

Marggrafe is best known from his 
Work on Natural History …

… and for his accurate maps …

… but he was foremost a good observer 
in astronomy and meteorology

Why did Marggrafe leave for Brazil?

According to Marggrafe’s younger brother, 
‘going there’ had been Georg’s aim right 
from the start: 

“He burnt with a great desire of 
contemplating the southern stars. 

He […] turned over every stone, he 
grabbed at every opportunity that 
could lead him to America”.

Marggrafe’s education

Willem Moreelse, Portrait of an unknown Dutch 
student upon receiving his M.D.(1647). (Toledo 
Museum of Art).

Marggrafe’s father, Georg 
Marggraff (1584-1634), rector of
the Liebstadt Gymnasium learned 
him Greek, Latin, music and the 
art of drawing.

Marggrafe then studied botany, 
alchemy, medicine, mathematics 
and astronomy in 11 places. 

The 30-years war let him travel 
across the whole of Germany.
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Marggrafe’s education

He left Liebstadt on 27 April 1627.

(1) Wittenberg (May 1627), 
(2) Strasbourg (November 1627) at 

Jakob Bartsch (d. 1633),  
astronomer, Kepler’s son-in-
law

(3) Basel (April 1628)
(4) Ingolstadt
(5) Thuringen,
(6) Wurtenberg
(7) Leipsic
(8) Wittenberg (again! - March 1634 -

Degree in alchemy 
from Daniel Sennert

Marggrafe’s education

He then left to visit some friends from Wittenberg University:

(9)  Greifswald 
(10) Rostock,  a visit to the botanist Simon Pauli
(11) Stettin, Lorenz Eichstädt, town physician and  astronomer

In 1634 Marggrafe calls himself  a ‘Philo-chymiater’,  
or ‘a friend of the alchemical art of healing’. 

Marggrafe’s education

Sailing from the Baltic, through Denmark, to : 
(12) Leiden (September 1636-November 1637) 

11 September 1636: 
“Georgius Marckgraef Lipstadio-Misnicus, 
ann. 27, medicinae studiosus bij Dirck
Eduwaer in [de] St. Pieters Choorsteeg” 

“Georg Marckgraef, from Liebstad near 
Meissen, 27 years old, student in medicine, at 
Dirck Eduwaer in the alley leading to the St 
Pieters-church”.

Why come to Leiden? 

Marggrafe had good reasons:

Leiden University
since its founding in 1575 
followed a policy aimed to mix 
classical humanist knowledge 
with new empirically oriented 
branches of knowledge. 

Why come to Leiden? 

But most important of all: 

Leiden University had a brand new Astronomical Observatory!
Founded  by Jacob Golius in 1634 

The Leiden Academy building
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Why come to Leiden? 

This Theatrum Astronomicum of Leiden University was in 
1636 the only institutional astronomical observatory left 
operational in Europe. 

Leiden’s predecessors, the observatories of: 
• Tycho Brahe in Hven, and 
• the later observatory of Brahe & Kepler

in Prague, as well as 
• the ‘Landgraf’s Observatory’ of 

Wilhelm von Hessen in Kassel 
• The site of Brahe’s pupil 

Adriaen Metius in Franeker

… had all ceased their activities. 

Leiden stood in the Tychonic tradition

Leiden stood in the Tychonic tradition

The Observatory housed a 
large Tychonic Quadrant, 
made by Willem Blaeu
and used by Willebrord
Snel, two trainees of 
Tycho Brahe

Leiden stood in the Tychonic tradition

Marggrafe in Leiden

Christoph Marggraf (1685):

Georg was “passing over the 
nights in the turret of the 
academy and spending the day 
in the [botanical] garden and 
fields……….”

Marggrafe in Leiden

Christoph Marggraf (1685):

…… whilst being instructed by 
professor Jacob Gool (Golius) 
in mathematics as well as in 
the Arab language, 

and by professor Adolph Vorst
(Vorstius) in botany”. 
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Leiden during Marggrafe’s months

Saw the printing of two landmarks in the history of science: 

Descartes’ Discours de la Methode &             Galilei’s Discorsi
in the alley where M. had his quarters                           in the house next to the Observatory

Marggrafe’s gift to Johan Maurits

Mathematics book, bought by Marggrafe
in Leiden in 1636, 
presented as a gift to Count Johan Maurits
of Nassau in the 1640s

Distribution of Marggrafe’s Papers

In 1644, after Marggrafe’s death, Johan Maurits ordered to distribute his 
legacy, and to publish it (on his cost) to the Count’s own glory: 

(1) The Natural History papers went to Johannes de Laet, 
who published the famous Historia Naturalis Brasiliae.d

Historia Naturalis Brasiliae (1648)

Distribution of Marggrafe’s Papers

Marggrafe’s original herbarium and his albums with watercolors 
are now in Denmark and Poland (Berlin before WW-II).

Distribution of Marggrafe’s Papers

(2) The Cartographic papers went to 
Johannes Blaeu who published a 
series of large wall maps
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Marggrafe’s maps

Distribution of Marggrafe’s Papers

(3) The Astronomical papers went to Jacob 
Golius: 
These documents were NEVER published

Around 1660 Samuel Kechel (a student of 
Golius) made a Planisphere of the stars observed 
by Marggafe in the Southern Sky. 

This was ordered by the Elsevier publishing house 
in Leiden – No copy has survived. 

Marggrafe’s astronomical papers

Marggrafe’s brother wrote to 
Hevelius, that Golius would 
publish an edited version of the 
Brazilian observations, 
together with his astronomical 
work on ancient Arab astronomy. 

In the posthumous edition of 
Golius’ work on Arab astronomy 
(1669), 
Marggrafe’s observations are 
NOT included.

Marggrafe’s Papers

Complicated history: 
Nowadays Marggrafe’s legacy is scattered throughout 
Europe. Items are in Holland, Denmark, Poland, France, 
and Portugal. 

As far as the astronomical papers are concerned, the only 
autographs are in the Leiden Archive. 
These concern mostly his Leiden years, with only a few 
notebooks and drawings on his Brazilian period. 

Marggrafe’s astronomical observations in Brazil are covered 
by a few manuscripts, now in the Observatoire de Paris and 
in the National Library of Lisbon.

What intended Marggrafe
to do in Brazil?

De Laet (1648) writes that Marggrafe intended to publish a 
Progymnastica Mathematica Americana. 
The title refers to Tycho Brahe’s Astronomiæ Instauratæ Progymnasmata
(1598)

(1) Astronomy & Optics
Southern star’s, planetary and occultations with stars,    
improvement of the orbital elements of Mercury and  Venus, of astronomical   
refraction and parallax, the inclination of the ecliptic, Sun Spots and 
miscellaneous.

(2) Geography & Geodesy
improvement of locations, size of the earth, evaluation of errors. 

(3) Tabulae Mauritii Astronomicae
Astronomical tables bases on the two preceding parts.

What did Marggrafe
observe in Brazil?

• 5 eclipses of the Moon; 1 total Solar Eclipse; Star occultations, Phases 
of the  moon & the inner planets; positions of the moons of Jupiter and 
several stars; the diameter of the Sun; the intensity of twilight  near the 
horizon. 

Triangle of Saturn and  two stars ( and  Cap) 
On 26 December 1639 and Solar Eclipse of 1640
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What did Marggrafe
NOT observe in Brazil?

• Sun Spots (as in Leiden) –
• Comets (N.B.: world wide no comets were seen until 1652)

• The Venus Transit of 4 December 1639  (N.B.: was not predicted)

Comet of 1652: 
Seen in Dutch Brazil

Marggrafe’s impact? 

After Golius’death the edited manuscript came in the hand of 
Melchisedech Thevenot. After that went from hand to hand, sold in 
Cadiz (Spain) in 1760, missing since 1796. 

Marggrafe’s impact? 

• Manuscript copied in 18th century by J.N. De l’Isle & 
• Observations used by A.G. Pingré 

Marggrafe’s impact? 

Pingré’s book (finished in 1790) was only published in 1901! 

Marggrafe’s Papers on Astronomy

119 paper sheets, heterogeneous in size and 
content, referring to a variety of subjects. 
Almost all in Latin. 

• astrological horoscopes
• class notes, covering mathematics
• astronomical tables 
• astronomical observations 
• observations on solar spots
• sketchy notes
• calculations 
• drawings of (parts of) instruments 
• plans of the observatory in Recife 
• a fragment of Marggrafe’s chapters 

in the Historia Naturalis Brasiliae

Marggrafe’s Leiden Papers

119 paper sheets, heterogeneous in size and 
content, referring to a variety of subjects. 
Almost all in Latin. 

• astrological horoscopes. 
• class notes, covering mathematics
• astronomical tables 
• astronomical observations 
• observations on solar spots
• sketchy notes
• calculations 
• drawings of (parts of) instruments 
• plans of the observatory in Recife 
• a fragment of Marggrafe’s chapters 

in the Historia Naturalis Brasiliae
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What can be deduced from the 
Astronomical Papers? 

(1)That in Recife Marggrafe used Leiden Observatory as his 
benchmark

* Having on both locations a poly-sided turret on a platform, 
with a windvane at the top, and with sides that could be opened, 
using similar instruments

Holland as a benchmark for Brazil

Marggrafe used the same type of quadrant in both locations

Holland as a benchmark for Brazil

… with the same scaling division (transversals)

Holland as a benchmark for Brazil

… with a similar Tychonic eyesight (pinnacidium tychonicum )
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Holland as a benchmark for Brazil

Using a sextant in Recife, like the one used by Tycho Brahe ….

Holland as a benchmark for Brazil

Marggrafe already used a telescope with 
a stand for his 

astronomical observations

Telescope stand at Leiden Observatory, 
drawn in 1711 by Von Uffenbrach

Early engraving of a Dutch telescope, 
by Van de Venne (1623)

Holland as a benchmark for Brazil

1637: Galilei to Diodati: 

‘Hortensius has written me that no 
telescope for sale in Holland could 
show Jupiter’s four moons in a 
proper way’.

Early engraving of a Dutch telescope, 
by Van de Venne (1623)

Leiden observations: the Telescope

Marggrafe’s depiction of a telescopic observation of three Jupiter satellites, 
made in Leiden in the night of in the night of 22/23 February 1637, 

compared with the configuration on the same date according to SkyMap Pro11. 
(Courtesy Prof. Oscar T. Matsuura, Brazil)

Leiden observations: the Telescope

Marggrafe’s drawing of a telescopic observation of Mercury 
in the evening of 28 September 1637.

Compared with Mercury at 18:36:00 of the same date, according to SkyMap Pro11 
(Courtesy Prof. Oscar T. Matsuura, Brazil)

What can be deduced from the 
Astronomical Papers? 

(2)What Marggrafe learned, practising at Leiden Observatory
and

(3) what the accuracy of the Leiden instruments was. 
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Leiden observations: the Telescope

January 1637: Solar spot observation
Left: sketched with the naked eye   Right: projected with a lens

Leiden observations: the Telescope

From June 1637 onwards: Projection of Solar spots with a telescope, 
imitating Scheiner (1630): done in Leiden

using a diaphragm of parchment, made black

Leiden observations: the Telescope

Telescopic Sun Spot observations from 21 to 28 September 1637

What can be deduced from the 
Astronomical Papers? 

(3) what the accuracy of the Leiden instruments was

Leiden observations: the Quadrant

Observational error of Snel’s quadrant: 
The meridian altitude in arc minutes, versus the meridian altitude, 

for all 289 meridian observations. 
Result: The mean error decreases at higher meridian altitudes. 

(Courtesy Prof. Oscar T. Matsuura, Brazil)
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Conclusions (1)

• The Dutch-Brasilian case underpins the 
importance of court culture for Early Modern    
science. 

• Count Johan Maurits supported science for 
establishing his own authority, by fashioning 
a picture of being a good ruler and to distance  
himself from middle class merchants.

• He succeeded in this through the publishing of several 
accounts of his rule in Dutch Brazil and by the maps and 
the Natural History book issued. 
He used this for a new career as a ruler in Germany
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Conclusions (2)

• The astronomer, Marggrafe, was trained as a classical  
humanist, with a focus on  Tychonic Astronomy, 
Paracelsian Alchemy and regular Astrology. 

• Marggrafe used Leiden Observatory as a 
Benchmark for the Recife Observatory.

• He made his Natural History observations 
only as a side-product of his surveying 
expeditions in Northern Brazil.

Conclusions (2)

• It seems plausible that the careful, 
systematic and objective way of observing 
the heavens, helped Marggrafe in observing 
the natural wonders of Brazil in an equal 
systematic and objective way.

• So, perhaps here is a closer connection 
between astronomy and natural history than 
previously has been supposed.

* THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION *
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In Preparation: 
Huib J. Zuidervaart & Oscar T. Matsuura,
The New World’s Tycho: the astronomical 
observations of Georg Marggrafe in Leiden and 
Dutch Colonial Recife, 1638‐1643
(Brill Publishers, scheduled for 2017)


